WE STARTED FROM SCRATCH.
FEELIPINO.
WEIGHT LOSS, WAIT LANG.

PAG BREAK NA, PRENO NA.

BEEN THERE, DONE THAT. BEER THERE, BONDAT.

ANG TRONG GIPIT, SA CREATIVITY KUMAKAPIT.
“kape” = “coffee”; copy-paste coffee!

“Calm down, there’s karma”
WE MEME BUSINESS.
“Damn these feelings!”

“You have too many alarms!”

“Just two bottles”

“Give me some rest!”

“Weight loss? Just wait.”

“Over my dad body”
There's no "community" without "u"
LINYA-LINYA LAND

FEB 23 · SATURDAY 2PM · CENTURY CITY MALL, MAKATI

UDD · THE ITCHYWORMS
JOEY AYALA · SANDWICH · PEDICAB
DICTA LICENSE · JOHNOY DANAOG · AUTOTELIC
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY · CHEATS

OH, FLAMINGO! · THE RANSOM COLLECTIVE
UPRISING · SHIREBOUND & BUSKING
JCBX · MUNIMUNI

[Images of live performances and crowd]
HINDI KA NAG-IISA SA PAG-IISA.
HINDI KA NAG-IISA SA PAG-IISA.

“You’re not alone in being alone”
TAKE A BREAK.

ALLOW YOUR BRAIN TO BREATHE.
Baling-Araw,
“One day,”

Araw-Araw Muli
Tayong magkasama.
“we'll see each other everyday.”
HINGA.
DAHIL ANDITO KA PA,
AT ANDITO KA NA.

"Breathe. Because you’re here and you’re alive."

IYAKAP

CRY + HUG

HINAYAN LANG.
HAYAAN LANG.

"Lightly. Slowly. Let it be."
Kailan ka huling tumingala at tumitig sa buwan?

Sa kabila ng pangangamba,

Patuloy ka rin bang nananalig at umaasa?
ANG MAHALAGA, LUMABAN.

Ang mahalaga, ipinaglalaban. Sama-sama nating ipaglaban ang ating kinabukasan.

#KulyRosasAngBukas
#LinyaLinya
www.linyalinya.ph

"What's important is to fight."
"Stay woke"

"Disinformation"

THIS INFORMATION

"I care and I am aware."

"May Pakialam May Alam"
‘WAG PATAYIN ANG MALAYANG PAMAMAHAYAG

“Do not kill or shut down press freedom.”
HUWAG MAGVLOG-VLOGGAN SA KATOTOHANAN

“Do not turn a blind eye on the truth.”
Fighting only for the truth.

"It's okay to get tired, but we can't give up."
“Let’s continue. No matter how, no matter what.”

“Lumaban. Lumalaban. Lalaban hanggang sa huli.”

“We fought. We’re fighting. We’ll fight till the end.”
#TUMINDIG

NOW AVAILABLE AT WWW.LINYALINYA.PH

PROCEEDS WILL GO TO: PHILIPPINE ANIMATION WORKERS ASSOCIATION, AHA! LEARNING CENTER, & COMMUNITY PANTRY PH.
The Linya-Linya Show Episode 120: LUALHATI BAUTISTA X ETTA ROSALES
Available on: Spotify, Apple Podcasts

The Linya-Linya Show, Episode 96: PETE LACABA x BLKD

The Linya-Linya Show Episode 126: FR. ALBERT ALEJO X POCHOY LABOG
Available on: Spotify, Apple Podcasts
“GAGAWIN ANG LAHAT, AT KAPAG NAGAWA NA ANG LAHAT,
MERON NANG PAGPAUBAYA”
ARTISTS HAVE THE POWER TO CONSOLE & UPLIFT PEOPLE.
DON'T LET THE FIRE OF HOPE DIE, OUR YOUTH NEEDS US.
KEEP IT BURNING.
TUMINDIG TAYO NOW,
MANININDIGAN TAYO
NGAYON.
— KEVIN
TARANTOONGA
KALBO
#SHIRTSTORIES
DRAW THE LINE.